






    A Japanese Encyclopedia of Dyeing and Weaving
7. `Senshoku Taikan`　[染織大鑑]
Tsujimatsu, Takashi [illustrated by].
Kyoto: Unsodo, Taisho 3 [1914]. First edition.
A collection of 344 colour woodblock-printed illustrations of patterns for kimono and other Japanese clothing, split into 
three parts: `Dyeing` (3 v., 127 illustrations), `Weaving` (4 v., 147 illustrations), and `Miscellaneous` (3 v., 70 
illustrations). A stunning collection of traditional Japanese textile designs, delicately woodblock-printed by Unsodo.
Original slipcases, cracked and fraying, with occasional repairs. 1 double-page bound upside-down in pt.1, v.2. Two tears to plates in 
pt.1, v.1, repaired. Green stain to one plate in pt.2, v.1. Otherwise fine. 3 parts, in 10 volumes, complete. 24.8x17.9cm. 
            US$3,375

    An Album of Delicate Patterns of Flowers and Maples
8. `Kamonfu: Hana no Maki ; Kaede no Maki` [華紋譜:花之卷,楓之卷]
Tsuda, Seifu [illustrated by].
Kyoto: Honda Unkindo, Meiji 32-33 [1899-1900]. First edition.
A collection of 80 colour woodblock prints of beautiful patterns featuring flowers and maples with metallic pigments 
by Kyoto artist Tsuda Seifu (1880-1878). From 1907 Tsuda studied abroad in Paris on an overseas practical internship 
in the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, studying under Jean-Paul Lawrence at the Academy. Tsuda spent almost the 
same time (1907-1911) in Paris as his artist colleague Ishii Hakutei. With Hakutei and the writer and painter Arishima 
Ikuma, he founded the Nikakai-Exhibition for Oil Painting in 1914. Seifu is now remembered for his `Japanese art-
nouveau style`.
Original bindings, very slightly worn and with occasional marks and ex-ownership stamps, otherwise contents near fine. 2 v., complete. 
25.2x16.2cm. 
            US$2,700

              Art Nouveau Patterns for Textiles and Crafts
9. `Kogei Shinzu` [工藝新圖]
Tanaka, Yuho [illustrated by].
Kyoto: Yamada Naosaburo, Meiji 25 [1892]. First edition. 
A collection of 40 leaves of colour woodblock-printed patterns featuring birds, plants, animals, and flowers, in two 
volumes. The patterns, based on traditional Japanese designs and `updated` to fit contemporary artistic ideals and the 
art nouveau boom, were created for textiles, brassware, lacquer, pottery, and so on. Beautifully printed by Yamada 
Naosaburo, the founder of Unsodo. 
Abrasion and minor marks to parts of original Japanese-style bindings, occasional light offsetting, creasing, and ex-ownership 
stamps to contents. Title to foot, hanagire worn, but overall fine. Comes with original book envelope. 2 v., complete. 24.1x15cm. 
                   US$1,625

     Neo-Rinpa Designs by Kincho: `The Lonely Harvest Moon`
10. `Nagori no Meigetsu: Momo-Chikusa` [名残名月 ももちくさ]
Takeshita, Kincho [illustrated by].
Kyoto: Uchida Bijutsu Shoshi, Showa 9 [1934]. First edition.
Two accordion-style folding albums featuring 50 color woodblock-printed plates of patterns each. Kincho was a designer 
active in Kyoto in the early Showa period (1930-40). He was a master of the neo-Rinpa style of design and was famous 
for his delicate pattern illustrations.
Some damage to original slipcase. Very slight foxing and offsetting to contents, otherwise near fine. 2 v., complete. 25x16.9cm. 
            US$1,350

     Two Kimono Colour Sample Catalogues
11. `Shinin` [新印] & `Sakaein` [栄印]
Made by kimono shop `Masuya Hanbei`.
Ca. late Edo to early Meiji period [1850-1900s].
Two fine examples of catalogues of actual Japanese kimono colours popular in the 19th century. Each book includes 100 
real fabrics, tipped-in. The fabrics, mainly dyed silk, are accompanied by the name of each colour hand-captioned on 
special paper, also tipped-in. 
Original bindings, somewhat worn resulting in small losses to blind-stamped wrappers. Occasional stains to contents, otherwise in 
nice condition. 2 v. 17.6x24cm.         US$1,625











 `Wonderful Sights of the Ainu`
36. `Yezo-Shima Kikan` [蝦夷島奇観]
Hata, Awagimaru [text by] ; hand-copier unknown.
Ca. late Edo period [1800-1860s]. 
A hand-painted scroll on the indigenous inhabitants of Hokkaido, the Ainu. In the late Edo period there was very little 
information on mainland Japan about the Ainu, so scrolls like this quickly became very popular. This particular scroll, 
containing a total of 34 scenes, starts with portraits of an Ainu chieftain and his wife, and continues with reports and 
illustrations of Ainu tattoos, accessories, a bear-hunt, a bear-sacrificing festival, a sea otter-hunt, bows and arrows, 
a fox-hunt, a traditional house, a traditional musical instrument, and so on. Copied from Hata Awagimaru`s early 19th 
century scroll of the same title. A rare, truly finely painted copy, and an important record of the customs of a people 
who have now all but disappeared.
Minor wormholing towards the end of the scroll, occasional light stains to contents, otherwise fine. Comes in custom slipcase. 
1 scroll, complete. 26.3x1365cm.                     US$8,500

       A Manuscript Record of Korea, the Ryukyus, and Sakhalin/Yezo
35. `Sangoku Tsuran Zusetsu` [三国通覧圖説]
Hayashi, Shihei [text by] ; hand-copier unknown.
Ca. late Edo period [1780-1850s].
An outline of the countries surrounding Japan in the Edo period: Korea, the Ryukyus, and Sakhalin/Yezo, with many 
illustrations of the Ainu people and culture in particular. Delicately hand-copied from the original book printed in 
Tenmei 6 [1786]. The printed version was banned in the late Edo period as it highlighted the weak state of Japan`s 
military defenses. 
Original binding, a little worn. Light stains and a few wormhole repairs to contents. Lacks the five supplementary maps. 1 v.,  
complete. 26.8x18.3cm. 53 leaves.              
                      US$1,350     A Manuscript Record of Warrior Emblems and Flags

37. `Ohata Ouma Jirushi, narabini, Sho-Yakunin Sashimono-zu` 
[御旗御馬印 並　諸役人指物図]
Author unknown.
Ca. mid-Edo period [late 18th century]. 
A delicately illustrated and lavishly coloured manuscript of the flag and battle coat emblems of the higher class army 
officials of the Tokugawa Government. 
Original binding, slightly wormholed. Some wormholing to contents,repaired. Otherwise near fine. 1 v., complete. 26.5x20.2cm. 
25 leaves.               US$2,700

     Thirty-Five Hand-Painted Scenes of Beautiful Ladies
38. [Collection of Manuscript Illustrations of Women in Kimono] 
Artist unknown.
Ca. late Edo to early Meiji period [1850-1900s]. 
A collection of 35 illustrations, delicately hand-painted on silk and mounted on gilt-speckled washi, showing Japanese 
ladies participating in traditional Japanese activities like playing musical instruments, reading, making origami, 
gathering mushrooms, and so on. As the title slips have been filled in with colours and patterns, it is possible that these 
were artist`s proofs, yet to be captioned and published. In excellent condition and very delicately painted. The patterns 
of the ladies` kimono are particularly eye-catching. 
35 hand-painted illustrations, each mounted separately. 31.8x25.5cm.             US$4,750








